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For the practical realization of the mission to the collinear Sun-Earth libration points technical constraints play a significant role. In the paper the influence of the constraints generated by the use of piggy-back mode of the delivering spacecraft to the vicinity of libration points is studied. High elliptical parking orbit of MOLNIYA is taken as initial orbit for start to the L 1 , L 2 libration points. The parameters of this orbit is supposed to be fixed and determined by the main payload demands.The duration of the passenger payload keeping on the mentioned 12 hours period orbit is limited for the case when launcher upper stage is used for the velocity impulse appliing to put spacecrat onto transfer orbit to the libration point. The possibilities to use one axis attitude control of the spacecraft for the executing correction maneuvers are investigated, supposing that spacecraft is spin stabilized with the spin axis directed to the Sun and maneuver impulse goes along this axis. The cost of constraits is presented in terms of characteristic velocity and time of transfer to the libration point vicinity. The goal of the paper is to understand the possibility of using regular launches of MOLNIYA communication satellites by Soyz -Fregat launch vehicle for sending low cost scientific spacecraft to Sun-Earth libration points.
